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- Effective Risk Management Significantly Improves Drilling Performance & Safety: A Proven Case History – Offshore Asia Conference 2010 (Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia)
- Superlative Well Design, Operational Planning & Risk Management Essential for Deepwater Well Success – Deepwater Technology Asia Conference 2009 (Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia)
- Risk Impact Analysis Significantly Reduces Exploration Drilling Risk – Offshore South East Asia Conference 2008 (Singapore)
- Risk Analysis Significantly Improves Profitability & Business Opportunity: A Drilling Case History – Offshore South East Asia Conference 2008 (Singapore)
- Well Integrity Management System – Well Integrity Conference 2005 (Scheveningen, Holland)
- Submission Requirements to the Regulatory Authorities for the Drilling & Testing of HPHT Wells within the UKCS – Gaz de France 2005 (London, UK)
- Arctic Drilling / Well Engineering – Moscow Arctic Engineering Conference 2003 (Russia)
- Productivity Optimisation & The Well Engineering Process – Petroleum Development Oman’s Technology Conference 2002 (Muscat, Oman)
- HPHT Technology Status – SPE HPHT Technology Forum 2001 (Aberdeen, UK)
- Practical Methods for Achieving Equipment Qualification – HPHT Conference 1997 (Aberdeen, UK)
- Effective Integration of Well Examination & Asset Verification – Offshore Legislation Conference 1997 (Aberdeen, UK)
- The Development Philosophy of Elgin / Franklin HPHT Wells - The 9th Offshore Drilling Technology Conference 1995 (Aberdeen, UK)
• Optimal Applications Engineering & Borehole Stability Analysis Avoids Differential Sticking & Leads to Successful Open-hole Completion of North Sea Horizontal Well – SPE Conference 1992 (Washington, USA)

• Slimhole Horizontal Drilling : Southern Gas Basin – SPE Continuing Education Seminar 1992 (Aberdeen, UK)


• Fully Computerised BHA Analysis Significantly Improves Directional Drilling Performance – SPE Conference 1988 (Houston, USA)